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The Knot Guide To Destination
Weddings: Tips, Tricks, And Top
Locations From Italy To The Islands

The biggest trend to hit weddings in the past decade is the destination wedding. Whether on a
Caribbean beach or in the Italian countryside, more and more couples throw their weddings far from
home. The idea is an exciting one, but planning long distance can be complicated . . . .In The Knot
Guide to Destination Weddings, Carley Roney and JoAnn Gregoli break down the unique process of
planning from afarâ€”from deciding on your destination to whether or not you should fly in your
officiantâ€”and all the legal and practical considerations in between. Armed with a variety of experts
on the subject, tips, and lessons from couples who have been through the experience, this book is
jam-packed with checklists and practical, insightful advice from wedding people in-the-know.With so
many intricacies to take care of, couples â€œwedding awayâ€• need a clear game plan. The Knot
Guide to Destination Weddings ensures no detail, big or small, will fall through the cracks. The
authors tackle:â€¢picking out and booking the perfect locationâ€¢listings of the top wedding spots
worldwideâ€¢establishing the wedding budgetsâ€¢hiring planners and/or vendors from a
distanceâ€¢the etiquette of destination weddingsâ€¢countless ways to make your wedding
uniqueâ€¢legal marriage requirements for foreign localesâ€¢planning a full weekend of events,
including the reception, rehearsal dinner, and guest activitiesâ€¢using the Internet to coordinate the
event
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It is ok, but different than I thought. It seems to cater to those have BIG destination weddings rather
than a simple one with close friends and family. I wish it had more simple ideas.

The book has a lot of good suggestions and timelines for destination weddings. They have to be
some of the toughest to plan, especially if you're worried about people understanding your vision,
but the book makes it doable. Our wedding is in North Carolina, and I am sure everything will be
wonderful, thanks in part to the book!

An excellent choice for anyone trying to plan a destination wedding. I'm still in the process of
planning mine, but so far this book has been a huge help. Without it, I wouldn't have even known
where to start. This book includes time lines; to-do lists; tips on picking the perfect location, what to
do if you do/don't plan on visiting your location beforehand, hiring vendors, and planning weekend
activities; plus a destination directory, destination wedding worksheets, and LOTS more. I would
definitely recommend it to any of my friends.

This book is solely devoted to destination wedding in the tropics or specific areas in North America.,
e.g. NYC, California, Canada, Hawaii... I was looking for a guide that was broader (the wedding will
be in Georgia and we live in Texas).

Planning a wedding it exciting, this book is just.. meh. It gives a 'general' overview of planning a
destination wedding. For anything substantial towards my wedding planning, I have found sites like
Pinterest to be far more helpful. If you can find it 'used' it might be worth the easy read but I would
not recommend paying full price.

This book was extremely helpful as we were planning our caribbean destination wedding. It was
concise yet thorough and I am happy to say our wedding was a success - very much due in part to
this book. It does help to have a hotel wedding planner which did most of the work for us - but this
book allowed us to ask educated questions and be prepared for any unknown variables. I highly
recommend this book - and have passed this on to many friends who also had destination
weddings.

If you're planning a destination wedding, don't think twice. There is so much to do when it comes to
a wedding, and this book really puts you in the correct path for beginners. Focuses on what you
should do and ask and they even have a timeline that you could follow and plan. Although please
note this book is catered towards The American/European continents. But in my opinion if you're

planning to have your wedding somewhere in Asia or other continents,its still a good buy.

My wife and I used this book to plan and execute our destination wedding. It was fantastic and gave
a lot of useful information. So useful, in fact, that when we wrote the Author JoAnn for more info and
to get her suggestions, we worked it out for her to coordinate our wedding!!! The book offers many
things to know like legalities on getting married internationally as well high and low season and
weather issues, along with tips on when to plan your wedding. Overall a must purchase if you are
planning a destination wedding!
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